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North America 

Total is suspending engineering and design work on its C$11bn Joslyn oil sands project in 

Alberta and laying off 150 staff. According to the Chief Executive of Total in Canada, Andre 

Goffart, attempts to reduce costs had not made sufficient progress to move to a final investment 

decision on the project. Goffart stated that all partners supported the decision, and Total will 

continue to work on project engineering to lower costs. Originally planned to produce 100,000 

b/d production at a cost of $8bn, the project was increased in scale to 160,000 b/d for $11bn and 

had been expected to start in 2017/2018. Total is operator, holding a 38.25% stake, partnered by 

Suncor (36.75%), Occidental (15%) and Inpex (10%). 

 

The US administration has unveiled new rules aimed at significantly curbing carbon emissions 

from coal – fired power plants. The Environmental Protection Agency‟s (EPA) Clean Power 

Plan seeks to cut carbon dioxide emissions from around 1,600 power plants by 30% by 2030. 

Commenting on the announcement, Professor Stuart Haszeldine, SCCS Director, Said: „That the 

world‟s largest economy has taken this momentous decision marks a turning point in how the 

country perceives the threat of dangerous climate change. Governments in developed economics 

must take action to tackle carbon emissions. The proposals also suggest that President Obama‟s 

administration believes the technology needed to abate these emissions – in other words, carbon 

capture and storage (CCS) – is ready to build and operate. This is in sharp contrast to the UK 

government, which is playing a „stop – start‟ game with its CCS commercialization programme 

and is yet to make any final investment decision on whether to back two full – chain CCS 

demonstration projects.‟ Meanwhile, some critics claim that the new US rules will cause power 

plants to close and electricity prices to rise. 

 

Phillips 66 has agreed to buy a 7.1mn barrel (1.13mn cm) crude oil and refined products terminal 

in Beaumont, Texas, UK, from Chevron Group Company Unocal. The terminal, which will be 

the largest in the company‟s network, has deepwater access with two marine docks capable of 

handling Aframax tankers and connections to major crude oil and refined product pipelines. 

„Given our expectations for increasing volumes of North American crude oil movements into the 

Gulf Coast region and growth in refined product exports, the Beaumont terminal is well 

positioned to serve this growing is well positioned to serve this growing market while providing 

significant expansion potential,‟ said Phillips 66 President Tim Taylor. 

 

First – Quarter 2014 financial results continued a three – year trend of North American refineries 

showing considerably higher profitability than European refineries as measured by earnings per 

barrel processed, reports the US Energy Information Administration (EIA). While many factors 

contribute to refinery profitability, lower North American crude oil prices compared with world 

prices have been a key factor driving this outcome, it claims. North American refiners‟ earnings 

per barrel processed were more than $6/b higher than their European competitors for the first 

three months of 2014, based on an analysis of 26 energy companies with refinery operations that 

submit financial and operating information by segment to the US Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC). 

 



LNG America and Liquiline have set up a joint programme to develop commercial offerings for 

LNG bunkering in the Pacific north – west of North America and for the transport of LNG in 

tank containers to remote markets in Hawali and Alaska. 

 

Middle East 

Gazprom Neft recently began its production drilling programme at the Badra field in eastern 

Iraq. Drilling commenced with a well over 4,800 metres long under a contract with Chinese 

company ZPEC which provided for the drilling of six wells in Total. Two development wells 

have now been successfully tested and switched to production status, making it possible to 

launch commercial oil production at Badra. The development of a third well is still under way. 

According to preliminary estimates, Badra holds some 3bn barrels of oil and is being developed 

via a consortium comprising Gazprom Neft (operator, 30%), Kogas (22.5%), Petronas (15%) and 

TPAO (7.5%). The Iraqi government holds a 25% stake in the project, via the Iraqi Oil 

Exploration Company (OEC). Field production is expected to reach 170,000 b/d by 2017, and 

remain at that level for seven years. A total of 17 production wells and five injection wells are to 

be drilled at the field. 

 

Asia – Pacific 

EnQuest has expanded its footprint in Malaysia through the $67mn acquisition of ExxonMobil‟s 

operated interest in the producing Seligi oil field and PM8 production sharing contract (PSC). 

The deal will contribute approximately 5,000 boe/d of net production and 11mn boe of net 2P 

(proven plus probable) reserves to EnQuest. EnQuest and Petronas Carigali will each hold a 50% 

participating interest after completion. 

 

Salamander has signed a non – binding heads of agreement with SONA to sell for $250mn a 

40% interest in Thailand‟s B8 / 38 (Bualuang field) and G4 / 50 concessions. As at 31 December 

2013, Salamander‟s estimated gross Bualuang field 2P (proven plus probable) reserves were 

32.7mn barrels of oil and gross 2C (best estimate of contingent resources) were 32.3mn barrels. 

 

Premier Oil (65%) has announced the Singa Laut – 1 well on the Tuna production sharing 

contract (PSC) offshore Indonesia has encountered 177 feet of net gas pay within the targeted 

Oligocene sequence. Similar to the adjacent Kuda Laut oil and gas discovery announced in April, 

the gas samples recovered indicate it is liquids rich. The company believes it has discovered 

around 100mn boe. The Singa Laut – 1 well will be plugged and abandoned with appraisal 

drilling planned in 2015 to fully assess the combined oil and gas resources ahead of assessing 

commercialization options. 

 

The Malaysian government is planning to introduce a new system in September 2014 to ensure 

its network of 3,500 service stations sell subsidized diesel and petrol only to genuinely eligible 

commercial vehicles, reports PetrolPlaza. It is also reported that the government has limited the 

sale of diesel and petrol by each fuel station at the Kelantan – Thailand border area to 600,000 

litres per month in a bid to check rampant smuggling of subsidized fuel. 

 

Russia & Central Asia 

Ukraine is understood to have rejected a $100/1,000 cm natural gas price discount from Russia 

and is instead seeking to make amendments to its current 10 years gas contract that was signed in 



early 2009. The current contract sets Russian gas prices for Ukraine at a higher level compared 

with consumers in other European countries, reports Platts. It was earlier reported that Ukraine 

was planning to store at least 13bn cm of natural gas in its underground storage facilities by the 

end of June amidst fears that Russian supplies may be disrupted if gas prices cannot be agreed. 

 

Russia cut off gas to Ukraine on 16 June after the two countries failed to agree on a payment 

scheme for unpaid bills. Talks between Russia‟s Gazprom and Ukraine‟s Naftogaz broke down 

when Kiev missed a deadline to repay $1.95bn for previous purchases. Gazprom has now 

changed the terms of sale of natural gas to Naftogaz to mandatory pre – payment, according to a 

Reuters report. Ukraine is not only a buyer of Russian Natural gas but is also a key transit 

country for deliveries of about one third of all Russian gas to European Buyers. 

 

Europe 

Norway‟s oil and gas exports are forecast to fall sharply in 2015, according to an official survey 

completed by oil firms for Statistics Norway. Investments in the Norwegian Continental Shelf 

are expected to be Kr182.4bn ($30.39bn) in 2015, a 12% drop compared with estimated for 

2014. 

 

Germany to allow fracking by 2015 

Germany is to lift a ban on hydraulic fracturing oil in early 2015 in a bid to reduce the country‟s 

dependency on gas imports from Russia. However, Francisco Szekely, Director of IMD‟s Global 

Center for Sustainable Leadership, believes Europe should approach fracking with caution. He 

says: „With evidence of climate change becoming clearer than ever, European countries should 

think carefully before allowing fracking in their territory. Although [it] offers the benefits of 

abundant supplies of unconventional oil and gas and lower carbon emission than other 

combustibles such as oil and gas, it is not a sustainable solution due to its large environmental 

costs and its potential contribution to climate change. Moreover, the short – term economic 

promises fracking offers are also taking our sense of urgency away from transitioning to more 

renewable sources of energy such as wind and solar power.‟ 

 

He claims: „Although natural gas has come to be seen as an ideal form of clean energy, the 

unburned methane gas that escapes during the fracking process can pollute the environment 

much more than conventional energy sources such as coal and oil. According to studies carried 

out in Colorado in the US, 3% or more of natural gas can leak during the drilling process for 

shale gas. This gas is 80 times more toxic to the environment than coal.‟ 

 

Latest OPEC oil production figures 

OPEC oil production climbed for the third consecutive month in May 2014 to total 29.97mn b/d, 

according to the latest Platts survey of OPEC and oil industry officials and analysts, up 250,000 

b/d from the April level of 29.72mn b/d. 

 

„The call on OPEC crude, according to the International Energy Agency, is 30.7mn b/d for the 

third and fourth quarters of 2014,‟ said John Kingston, Platts Global Director of News. „That 

means OPEC needs to add about 1mn b/d of output from what we estimate the group produced in 

May. This is a tall task, given how many countries in OPEC are under all sorts of politically – 



linked limitations on increasing output. The Saudis may be called upon to open their taps wider 

than they normally prefer.‟ 

 

OPEC‟s top producer, Saudi Arabia, boosted output in May by 100,000 b/d to 9.75mn b/d, the 

kingdom‟s highest volume since January‟s estimated 9.75mn b/d, the survey showed. Saudi 

production tends to rise in the summer months when the volume of crude burned directly in 

power plants increases. Production in 2013 averaged 10mn b/d in August and September.  

 

Other smaller output increase in May came from Angola, Ecuador, Iraq, Nigeria and the United 

Arab Emirates. 

 

The only production decrease in May came from Libya, where the ongoing political chaos and 

civil strife in keeping crude production at a fraction of pre – 2011 uprising levels of close to 

1.6mn b/d. according to survey respondents, Libyan production in May dipped 10,000 b/d from 

April to 200,000 b/d. This was the lowest monthly average since protester began disrupting key 

oil infrastructure, shutting in fields and blockading export terminals in a bid to win improved 

rights and greater political influence in post – Qadhafi Libya. In May 2013, Libya was pumping 

1.4mn b/d. 

 

The May production totals put OPEC output within a few barrels of the group‟s 30mn b/d crude 

production target that has been in force since January 2012. OPEC Ministers agreed to leave the 

production ceiling unchanged at the latest 11 June meeting in Vienna. 

 

China signs $400bn agreement for Russian gas supplies 

After a decade of negotiation, Russia and China have signed a deal to supply 38bn cm/y of gas 

from Gazprom‟s East Siberian fields to China. The China – Russia agreement is the biggest gas 

deal ever, unlocking new gas supplies which should reduce gas prices across Asia. 

 

The agreement, which was signed on 21 May, marks a major shift in energy flow from West to 

East, at a time when the European Union is trying to reduce reliance on Russian gas, given the 

Ukraine crisis. The plan is to transport gas from the Siberian fields to China National Petroleum 

Corporation (CNPC) via a new „Power of Siberia‟ pipeline, from 2018, building gradually to 

38bn cm/y. A Reuters report suggests that „piping Russian gas to China could create a new price 

benchmark that could cut prices for Asian LNG buyers as well as providing new gas sources‟. 

 

Neither party has revealed at what price the Russia – China deal was struck, although industry 

sources estimate it translates to between $10 and $10.50/mn Btu, an international pricing 

standard which stands well below the current level of LNG cargo spot prices in Asia, which is 

typically $14 – 18/mn Btu. 

 

According to Moody‟s Gazprom‟s CEO Alexei Miller estimates the total value of the 30 – year 

contract will be $400bn, providing a launch pad for Gazprom‟s full – scale diversification into 

the Asia – Pacific region. The total project investment is forecast to exceed $55bn over the 2014 

– 2019 period and will be partially financed by debt. The lower price will be offset against tax 

benefits. „Given the tax benefits (ie there will be a mineral extraction tax on East Siberian gas of 

between 10% of the standard tax rate and zero) and the shorter transportation distance, Gazprom 



expects the project to provide a rate of return exceeding 12%,‟ said Moody‟s analyst Julia 

Pribytkova. 

 

Gazprom considers the project as the backbone of an Eastern Gas Programme. The project will 

involve major investment into the exploration of the Yakutia and Irkutsk region gas fields, which 

are estimated to jointly produce up to 60bn cm/y: new gas treatment facilities; and construction 

of a 2,500 km section of the Power of Siberia pipeline to the Chinese border. Delivery will start 

in 2018 – 2020, with gradually increasing volumes. 

 

Stephen O‟Rourke, Global Gas Research Analyst for Wood Mackenzie, remarked: „The 

agreement not only establishes a new gas production centre in East Siberia for Gazprom but 

provides the company with pipe export growth and market diversity away from its legacy 

European customers. With European gas demand growth uncertain and the Ukraine crisis leading 

to calls for Europe to reduce its reliance on Russian gas, Gazprom needs a “new Europe” – enter 

China.‟ 

 

China has spent years trying to drive a hard bargain with Russia, in a concerted search for new 

energy sources. Over the last decade it has managed to find other gas suppliers including 

Turkmenistan, which is currently China‟s largest foreign gas supplier. It also started imported 

piped natural gas from Myanamar last year. 

 

 


